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Irreversible adsorption of hard spheres at random site „heterogeneous …

surfaces
Zbigniew Adamczyk,a) Paweł Weroński, and Elizeusz Musiał
Institute of Catalysis and Surface Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences, 30-239 Krako´w,
Niezapominajek 8, Poland

~Received 25 June 2001; accepted 5 December 2001!

Irreversible adsorption of hard spheres at random site surfaces was studied theoretically. In contrast
to the previous model of Jinet al. @J. Phys. Chem.97, 4256 ~1993!# the dimension of the sites,
having the shape of circular disks, was finite and comparable with the size of adsorbing spheres.
Adsorption was assumed to occur if the sphere contacted the disk, i.e., when the projection of the
sphere center was located somewhere within the disk only. Numerical simulation of the Monte Carlo
type enabled one to determine the available surface function, adsorption kinetics, jamming
coverage, and the structure of the particle monolayer as a function of the site density~coverage! and
the size ratio particle/site, denoted byl. It was demonstrated that adsorption kinetics and the
jamming coverage increased significantly, at a fixed site density, when thel parameter increased. It
was also proven that the results derived from the Jinet al.model were valid only ifl.10. © 2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1446425#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adsorption and deposition~irreversible adsorption! of
colloids and bioparticles on solid/liquid interfaces is of gre
significance for many practical and natural processes suc
filtration, paper making, thrombosis, protein, bacteria,
zyme immobilization and separation, immunological assa
biofouling of transplants and artificial organs, etc. The e
ciency of these processes is usually enhanced by the us
coupling agents preadsorbed at interfaces, which promot
tachment of particles. For example, cationic polyelectroly
are used to increase retention of filler particles~e.g., tiatania!
in paper making processes1 or to promote a selective self
assembly of colloid particles at patterned surfaces.2,3 In bio-
logical applications active ligands are widely applied for
selective binding of a desired solute from protein mixtur
e.g., in the affinity chromatography.4,5 On the other hand, in
the immunological assays6,7 one often uses colloid particle
~polystyrene latex! covered by proteins~antibodies! to detect
the presence of antigens in serum. A characteristic featur
these processes is that particle or protein adsorption occu
surfaces, which are inherently heterogeneous. This raise
important question of what is the relationship between
concentration, size, and distribution of the ligands~which
can be treated in the classical adsorption terminology as
tive centers! and the maximum~jamming! coverage of par-
ticles. Also, the kinetic aspects of adsorption at hetero
neous surfaces are interesting from practical viewpoint.

Despite a considerable theoretical significance of th
processes, surprisingly few works have been reported in
literature. The exceptions are the papers of Jinet al.,4,8 who
studied theoretically irreversible adsorption of disks on n
uniform surfaces covered by point-like adsorption sit
These surfaces were referred to as the random site sur

a!Electronic mail: ncadamcz@cyf-kr.edu.pl
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~RSS!. A correspondence~mapping function! between the
adsorption process at nonuniform surfaces and the wid
studied random sequential adsorption~RSA! over continuous
surfaces8–12 was found. Both the available surface functio
governing particle adsorption kinetics and jamming covera
were determined as a function of the dimensionless site d
sity.

The goal of our work is to generalize the results of J
et al.4,8 to the experimentally more interesting situation wh
adsorption sites have finite dimensions, comparable with
adsorbing particle size. The range of validity of the approa
adopted by Jinet al.4 is determined by performing numerica
simulations according to the RSA algorithm. Particle adso
tion kinetics, jamming coverage, and structure of the
sorbed layer are derived from these calculations.

II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider the following model of irreversible adsor
tion of spherical particles over heterogeneous surfaces.
ligands ~surface heterogeneities! are represented by har
disks of radiusas and a negligible thickness~see Fig. 1!.
There areNs

0 disks placed over a homogeneous surface h
ing the geometrical surface areaDS. Without loss of gener-
ality, one can assumeDS51 and normalize accordingly th
disk diameter, which was typically 531025– 1029 of the
simulation area dimension. The surface concentration~2D
density! of the disks is then equal toNs

0 and the dimension-
less coverage is defined asQs5pas

2Ns
0. The configuration of

the disks~heterogeneities! can be produced in a number o
ways, e.g., by quenching an equilibrium fluid of a give
coverage, or by performing RSA simulations, the proced
adopted in our work.

The basic assumption of our model is that the parti
can only be adsorbed upon touching the disk, i.e., when
projection of the particle center lies within the disk area~see
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics

AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Fig. 1!. Otherwise, at bare interface, the particle will n
adsorb. Physically, this corresponds to the situation when
particles are irreversibly bound to the disks due to sh
ranged attractive interactions of an electrostatic or chem
nature.

In accordance with this assumption, particle adsorpt
at the heterogeneous surfaces was modeled as follows:

~i! An adsorbing~virtual! particle of radiusal was gen-
erated at random within the simulation area with p
riodic boundary conditions superimposed at its peri
eter; if the projection of its center lay outside the ar
occupied by disks another virtual particle was gen
ated and the number of attemptsNatt was increased by
1;

~ii ! Otherwise, the overlapping test was performed
cording to the usual RSA rules, i.e., if any adsorb
particle happened to be within the exclusion area
radius 2al , the simulation loop was repeated~the
number of attempts was increased by 1!;

~iii ! If there was no overlapping the virtual particle w
assumed irreversibly adsorbed at the given posit
and its coordinates were stored, and the numbe
adsorbed particlesNl was increased by 1.

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of particle adsorption over heter
neous surfaces bearing disk-like adsorption sites.
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As usual in the RSA simulation the dimensionless co
erage of particles is expressed asQ l5pal

2Nl and the com-
puter adsorption time is defined as4,8,11,12

t5pal
2 Natt

DS
5pal

2Natt. ~1!

By plotting u l versus the adsorption timet defined above,
one can simulate the kinetics of particle adsorption.

On the other hand, the available surface function~ASF!
f is defined in our model as

f5
Sav

DS
5

Qs

DS S Sav

pas
2Ns

0D 5p0f̄~Qs ,Q l ,l!, ~2!

whereSav is the area where the virtual~wandering! particle
can be adsorbed without overlapping~but touching any of
the areas covered by disks!, p0 is the initial probability of
particle adsorption equal toQs in our case, andf̄5f/p0 is
the normalized ASF.

Our definition of ASF given by Eq.~2! is more general
than that introduced by Jinet al.,4,8 who defined ASF for the
discrete random site surface as follows:

fJ5
Nav

Ns
0 , ~3!

whereNav is the available number of sites at a given cov
age of particles.
It should be noted that in the limit of short time, whe
Q l→0, f̄→f j .

Similarly, as in previous works,10,13 the ASF was calcu-
lated by stopping the simulation at a desired coverageQ l and
then performing a large number of adsorption trialsNatt ~by
keepingQ l constant!, Nsucc of them being potentially suc
cessful. Then,f is defined as the limit ofNsucc/Natt when the
number of attempts tends to infinity~in practice, to a large
number equal to 105!.

Knowing ASF, one can calculate particle adsorption
netics by integrating the constitutive dependence4,10

f5
dQ l

dt
. ~4!

As discussed in Ref. 14, this classical concept of
ASF may not be general enough to deal with the diffusio
controlled adsorption of particles. More refined approach
considering a 3D transport of particles, have be
proposed.15–17 Due to insurmountable mathematical pro
lems, their applicability for heterogeneous surface adsorp
seems prohibitive. Therefore, in this work, we adopt the st
dard ASF concept which reflects the most important featu
of the problem of particle adsorption at heterogeneous
faces.

The pair correlation function~radial distribution func-
tion! g(r ) was calculated by generating particle populatio
according to the above RSA scheme and exploiting the d
nition

g~r !5
pal

2

Q l
K DNl

2prDr L , ~5!

e-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4667J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 11, 15 March 2002 Adsorption of hard sphere on random sites
where^ & means the ensemble average andNl is the number
of particles adsorbed within the ring 2rDr drawn around a
central particle. Because of the periodic boundary conditio
all particles located closer than 6al from the perimeter of the
simulation area were discarded from the averaging pro
dure. In order to obtain a satisfactory accuracy ofg(r ), par-
ticle populations reaching 105 were considered.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Limiting analytical expressions

Despite simple rules, the topology and kinetics of p
ticle adsorption at heterogeneous surfaces is rather com
especially at higher coverageQ l . However, two limiting ad-
sorption regimes can be distinguished which can be
scribed by simple analytical formulas. These expressio
having a practical significance, can be exploited for test
the validity of numerical simulations.

The first adsorption regime appears for low coverage
disks ~having arbitrary size but smaller than the particles! if
one particle blocks upon adsorption only one disk. The
terion for the occurrence of this adsorption regime can
specified by postulating that there is on average less than
disk within the exclusion areaSe54pal

2, i.e.,

^Ne&5SeNs
054Qsl

2,1, ~6!

wherel5al /as is the particle size ratio.
This can be written in concise form as

a, 1
4, ~7!

wherea5Qsl
2 can be interpreted as the averaged num

of disks found over the interface area having the size
particle cross sectionpal

2.
Since the adsorbing particle blocks only one disk,

ASF can be expressed as

f5Sav5pas
2~Ns

02Nl !5QsS 12
Q l

a D , ~8!

whereNl is the number of adsorbed particles.
Hence, fora, 1

4 the ASF function is described by th
Langmuir model.
Substituting this expression into Eq.~4!, one obtains upon
integration

Q l5a~12e2 t̄ /a!, ~9!

where t̄ 5Qst is the normalized adsorption time.
The second adsorption regime, considered by Jinet al.,4

is realized when the size of the particle becomes much la
than the disk size, i.e.,l5al /as@1. Then, the disks can b
treated as points~sites! and the available surface area b
comes proportional to the number of available sitesNav lying
outside all exclusion areas; thus

f5pas
2Nav5Qs

Nav

Ns
0 . ~10!

By postulating a uniform distribution of sites, one can de
onstrate that4

Nav5~Ns
02Natt!fRSA, ~11!
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where fRSA is the ASF function for adsorption process
over continuous surfaces governed by the classical R
model. This is so because particle configuration at a het
geneous surface bearingNs

0 sites becomes identical for th
same coverageQ l with the RSA configuration over continu
ous surfaces afterNatt adsorption attempts.4 The dimension-
less adsorption time in the latter case equalst5pal

2Natt.
Using Eq.~11!, one can express the ASF for the heter

geneous surfaces in the form

f̄5f/Qs5
a2t

a
fRSA. ~12!

This relationship indicates that an unequivocal mapping
tween adsorption processes at heterogeneous and un
surface exists if the adsorption time is properly transform
The time transforming function can be derived from Eq.~12!
by noting that for equal coverage

dt

d t̄
5

a2t

a
. ~13!

By integrating this relationship, one obtains

t5a~12e2 t̄ /a!. ~14!

One can deduce that fort̄ /a!1, t5 t̄ , which means that
adsorption at heterogeneous surfaces becomes practi
identical to adsorption on continuous surfaces. On the o
hand, fort̄→`, t→a. This indicates that the jamming sta
at heterogeneous surfaces corresponds to the adsorption
t5a for continuous surfaces, governed by the standard R
model.

By eliminatingt from Eq. ~12!, one obtains

f̄5
dQ l

d t̄
5e2 t̄ /afRSA~Q l !. ~15!

Since this dependence is implicit, one cannot formulate
exact expression forf in terms ofQ l anda.

Equation~15! can be expressed in the integrated form

E
0

Q l dQ8

fRSA~Q8!
5a~12e2 t̄ /a!5t. ~16!

This relationship can be used for deriving various analyti
formulas describing particle adsorption kinetics at hetero
neous surfaces~in the limit of negligible site dimensions!. In
particular, for the low coverage regime, when10

fRSA5124Q l , ~17!

one can derive from Eq.~16! the expression

Q l5
1
4@12e24a~ l 2e2 t̄ /a!#. ~18!

Using this expression to eliminatet̄ from Eq. ~15! one ob-
tains for f̄, in the limit of low coverage, the following ex
pression:
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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f̄~Q l !5~124Q l !F11
1

4a
ln~124Q l !G

>~124Q l !S 12
Q l

a D . ~19!

On the other hand, for the long-time regimet@1, when8,10

fRSA5
1

2j2 ~Q`2Q l !
3, ~20!

wherej50.245 andQ`50.547 is the jamming coverage fo
the RSA model, one can derive from Eq.~16! the limiting
kinetic expression

Q l5Q`2
j

Aa~12e2 t̄ /a!

. ~21!

The ASF function, for this coverage range, becomes

f̄5fRSAF12
j2

a~Q`2Q l !
2G . ~22!

For arbitrary coverage, the expression forfRSA is known
in the form of various interpolating functions usually havin
the form10,12

fRSA5 f ~Q* !~12Q* !3, ~23!

whereQ* 5Q l /Q` and f (Q* ) are low-order polynomials.
These formulas can be used in conjunction with Eq.~16!

to derive the appropriate kinetic expression. Since this p
cedure is rather awkward, Jinet al.4 derived the following
function based on interpolation of their numerical results

Q l5Q`S 12
110.314t210.45t3

111.83t10.66t31t7/2D . ~24!

One can use Eq.~24! directly for evaluating particle adsorp
tion kinetics on heterogeneous surfaces for arbitrary rang
times by substitutingt5a(12e2 t̄ /a). Consequently, by
substitutingt5a, one can calculate from Eq.~24! the jam-
ming coverageQ l

` at heterogeneous surfaces. It is interest
to note that for not too largea, one can derive from Eq.~24!
the simple expression forQ l

`

Q l
`5Q`

a

Q`1a
. ~25a!

On the other hand, fora@1, Eq.~24! predicts the asymptotic
relationship between the jamming coverage anda in the
form

Q l
`5Q`2

j

Aa
5Q`2

j8

alANs
0

, ~25b!

wherej85j/Ap50.138.
The same result can be obtained from Eq.~21! as well in the
limit t̄ /a@1.

Considering Eq.~25b!, one can formulate the expressio
for f̄, Eq. ~22!, in the following form valid for higher cov-
erage:
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f̄5
1

2j2 ~Q l
`2Q l !~Q`2Q l !~2Q`2Q l

`2u l !

5B1~a!~12Q* !~B22Q* !~2B2212Q* !, ~26!

whereQ* 5Q l /Q l
` , Bl5@Q l

`/2j2#, B25Q`/Q l
`.

Jin et al.8 derived a similar interpolating polynomial fo
f̄ claimed to be a good approximation for arbitrary range
Q anda. This function has the form

f̄5~12Q* !~12B1Q* 2B2Q* 2!2, ~27!

where theB1 andB2 are the following functions ofa:

B1~a!5a
0.71311.4a3/2

113.44a12.46a3/2,

~28!

B2~a!5a
0.07410.12a3/2

110.544a10.27a3/2.

B. Numerical results

The numerical calculations discussed hereafter, conc
ing the ASF function, adsorption kinetics, jamming cove
age, and pair correlation function, have been carried out
l52, 5, and 10. This range seems typical for practica
occurring situations.

As a preliminary test the simulation algorithm wa
checked if the ASF in the limitQ l50 attained the functiona
dependence predicted theoretically, i.e.,f5Qs . This rela-
tionship has a practical significance because thef value in
the limit of Q l→0 can be used for calculating the initial flu
of solute~particles! to the heterogeneous surfaces. It is int
esting to note that in our model, the ASF in the lim
Q l→0 remains smaller than that pertinent to continuous s
faces. This is because the maximum coverage of disksQs

always remains smaller than 0.91~a hexagonal packing in
two-dimension limit!. By assuming that the distribution o
disks is governed by the RSA model, the maximum value
the initial ASF equals 0.547.

We exploited this initialf value to normalize the ASF
determined for arbitraryQ l , as shown in Figs. 2–4. As on
can see in Fig. 2, the dependence off̄ on Q l calculated for
l52 can be well described by Eq.~19!, provided that
a5Qsl

2,0.5 andQ l,0.2. Thus, this simple analytical ex
pression can be used as a good estimate of the ASF for
erogeneous surfaces in the limit of lowQ l . It is also inter-
esting to note that the interpolating formula derived by
et al.,4 @Eq. ~27!# is not accurate fora.0.4. This suggests
that the continuum approach adopted by these authors br
down for l52 when the size of the particle is comparab
with the size of the adsorption site. Indeed, for largerl the
accuracy of the Jinet al.4 fitting function improves, giving a
quantitative agreement with the simulation results
l510 ~cf. Fig. 4!. One can, therefore, deduce that f
l.10, the reduced ASF functionf becomes in principle
identical with the standard ASF function pertinent to co
tinuous surfaces. It should be remembered, however, tha
overall ASF functionQsf̄ always remains smaller than i
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. The dependence off̄ on Q l (l52): ~1! ., Qs50.5 (a52); ~2! m,
Qs50.2 (a50.8); ~3! j, Qs50.1 (a50.4); ~4! d, Qs50.05 (a50.2).
The points denote numerical simulations, the solid lines represent the
lytical approximation calculated from Eqs.~27! and ~28!, and the dashed
lines shows the results calculated from Eq.~19!.

FIG. 3. The dependence off̄ on Q l (l55); ~1! ., Qs50.5 (a512.5); ~2!
m, Qs50.2 (a55); ~3! j, Qs50.1 (a52.5); ~4! d, Qs50.05
(a51.25). The points denote numerical simulations, the solid lines re
sent the analytical approximation calculated from Eqs.~27! and~28!, and the
dashed lines shows the results calculated from Eq.~19!.
Downloaded 01 Sep 2002 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
the standard RSA model due to the fact thatQs,1. By as-
suming that the distribution of disks is governed by the R
model,f50.547fRSA.

Apart for calculating the ASF, extensive simulation
have been performed for estimating adsorption kinetics
particles. In order to better assess the range of the validit
the random site model of Jinet al.,4,8 we express these re
sults using the time transformation given by Eq.~14!. In this
way different numerical runs performed for variousQs can
be presented in the form of a universal graph. The numer
data transformed in this way are plotted in Fig. 5 forl52
and in Figs. 6, 7, forl55 and 10, respectively. As can b
noticed, forl52 the deviation of our simulations from th
theoretical predictions derived for random site surfac
given by Eq.~24!, is considerable. This is especially notic
able fort.1. It can be deduced from the data shown in F
5 that the jamming coverage also becomes significa
higher in the case of the discrete site model in compari
with RSA model. This effect can be attributed physically
the fact that due to finite dimensions, a part of the surface
the sites which are located within the exclusion areas
mains available for adsorption of additional particles. In t
random site model, as a result of negligible dimension of
sites ~points!, this effect was absent. One can observe
Figs. 5–7 that indeed particle adsorption kinetics is be
described by Eq.~24! when l increases~decreasing dimen-
sions of the sites in comparison with particle dimension!.

Because the jamming coverageQ l
` has a fundamenta

practical significance, we performed extensive simulatio
aimed at determining this parameter as a function ofQs and
l. TheQ l

` values were determined from the kinetic runs, i.
Q l versust dependencies~with the maximum accessible tim

a-

-

FIG. 4. The dependence off̄ on Q l (l510): ~1! ., Qs50.5 (a550); ~2!
m, Qs50.2 (a520); ~3! j, Qs50.1 (a510); ~4! d, Qs50.05 (a55).
The points denote numerical simulations; the solid lines represent the
lytical approximation calculated from Eqs.~27! and ~28!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. The dependence ofQ l on the transformed adsorption tim

t5a(12e2 t̄ /a), l52; the points denote numerical simulations, perform
for Qs equal to 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5, and the solid line represent
analytical approximation calculated from Eq.~24!.

FIG. 6. The dependence ofQ l on the transformed adsorption tim

t5a(12e2 t̄ /a), l55; the points denote numerical simulations, perform
for Qs equal to 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 and the solid line represent
analytical approximation calculated from Eq.~24! ~the symbols have the
same meaning as in Fig. 5!.
Downloaded 01 Sep 2002 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
he

he

FIG. 7. The dependence ofQ l on the transformed adsorption tim

t5a(12e2 t̄ /a), l510; the points denote numerical simulations, pe
formed for Qs equal to 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 and the solid l
represents the analytical approximation calculated from Eq.~24! ~the sym-
bols have the same meaning as in Fig. 5!.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the jamming coverage of particlesQ l
` on the

coverage of disksQs ; the points denote the results of numerical simu
tions, performed for~1! m, l510; ~2! j, l55; ~3! d, l52. The dashed
lines represent the results derived from the Langmuir model,
Q l5l2Qs .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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4671J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 11, 15 March 2002 Adsorption of hard sphere on random sites
about 105! using a linear extrapolation procedure in theQ l

versust21/2 domain. The results plotted asQ l
` versusQs ~in

logarithmic scale! are collected in Fig. 8. The analytical re

FIG. 9. The dependence of the jamming coverage of particlesQ l
` on the

coverage of disksQs ; the points denote the results of numerical simu
tions, performed for~1! m, l510; ~2! j, l55; ~3! d, l52. The solid line
represents the analytical results calculated from Eq.~24! by substituting
t5l2Qs .

FIG. 10. The universal plot showing the jamming coverage of particlesQ l
`

vs a5l2Qs ; the points denote the results of numerical simulations, p
formed forl510 ~inverse triangles!, l55 ~squares! andl52 ~triangles!,
the solid line represents the analytical results calculated from Eq.~24! by
substitutingt5l2Qs , and the dashed lines show the interpolating resu
calculated from Eq.~29!.
Downloaded 01 Sep 2002 to 130.132.101.191. Redistribution subject to 
sults predicted from the low coverage dependence,
Q l5l2Qs , are also plotted for comparison. As can be se
this analytical formula works forl2Qs,0.1 only. In Fig. 9
the same data are plotted in the natural scaleQ l

` vs Qs and
the comparison with the Jinet al.4 formula @Eq. ~24!# is
made. As mentioned, the numerical results for finite-siz
sites are always larger than the values pertinent to rand
site surfaces. This effect can be well observed in Fig.
where these data are presented using the transformed co
nate systemQ l

` versusa5l2Qs . As can be seen, even fo
l510, the numerical data are systematically larger than
limiting analytical results derived from Eq.~24! by substitut-
ing t5a. It was found that a better estimation of the sim
lations performed forl510 can be attained by using Eq

-

s

FIG. 11. The pair correlation function of particlesg(r l) derived from nu-
merical simulations for the heterogeneous surfaces: Part a,l52, Qs50.2
~1! m, Q l50.44; ~2! j, Q l50.3; ~3! d, Q l50.1. The solid lines denote the
results pertinent to uniform surfaces~derived from the standard RSA
model!. Part b,l510, Q l50.5; ~1! m, Qs50.5; ~2! j, Qs50.3; ~3! d,
Qs50.1. The solid lines denote the pair correlation function pertinent
uniform surfaces~derived from the standard RSA model!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~25a!. This has a significance in view of the simplicity of th
interpolating function, which can be easily applied und
practical situations. On the other hand, for smallerl, we
derived the interpolating function in the form

Q l
`5

1

11Cam , ~29!

where the constantsC, mequals 1.75, 1 forl55 and 1, 3/2
for l52, respectively.

The structure of the adsorbed particle layers generate
simulation has also been determined for variousl. As men-
tioned, in order to attain a satisfactory accuracy of the p
correlation functiong(r ), particle populations reaching 105

were considered by averaging over many simulation ru
The numerical results plotted in Fig. 11 are compared w
the standard RSA results of continuous surfaces. It can
observed that the structure of particle monolayers gener
in our simulations is very similar at the sameu l to the stan-
dard RSA model. Some deviations occur atl52 and
Q.0.4 only, when the simulatedg(r ) is much larger at
close separations than its continuous surface counter
However, since the range where these deviations appe
much smaller than particle dimension, this effect cannot
easily detected experimentally.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It was demonstrated that for particle to site size ra
l.10, adsorption at heterogeneous surfaces~modeled by de-
positing circular disks of a desired density! can be well re-
flected by the Jinet al.4,8 model. Then, a direct mappin
between the RSA-RS and the standard RSA model exist
this case, particle adsorption kinetics and the jamming c
erage can be directly calculated from Eq.~24! by introducing

the transformed timet5a(12e2 t̄ /a). On the other hand
the ASF function can be calculated from Eq.~19! for
Q l,0.2 and from Eq.~22! for a@1. Also, the interpolating
function given by Jinet al.,8 @Eq. ~27!# proved a valid ap-
proximation.

However, for l,5 the deviations from the RSA-RS
model become significant, especially for the jamming cov
age, which was found considerably larger~at the samea! for
the finite disk model. It was found that the jamming covera
can be well approximated for the range ofl and adsorption
time occurring in practice by the simple interpolating fun
tion
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Q l5Q`l2/~Q` /Qs1l2!.

On the other hand, the ASF function can be approximated
arbitraryl andQ,0.2 by the limiting formula

f5Qs~124Q l !~12Q l /a!>QsS 12
4a21

a
Q l D .

Thus, a Langmuir-type form is derived in the limit of low
coverage.

It should be remembered that all results discussed in
work are valid for disk distribution governed by the RS
model. It seems that these data also can be used for
configuration obtained by quenching an equilibrium 2
fluid, in the limit of not too highQs . This is because the pai
correlation function in both cases equalsg5110(Qs) for
low coverage.10 Some differences are expected to appear
higher Qs and l.5. However, a quantitative validation o
this hypothesis requires additional numerical simulations
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